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Anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility tensor, x , of relatively efficient 1H– 1H spin flips of the methylene protons
a molecule results in an orientation-dependent interaction complicate the measurement. For methyl groups, the rapid
energy, E , when it is placed in a magnetic field, B0 : rotation around the threefold symmetry axis reduces the di-

polar coupling, making accurate quantitative measurement
difficult. Application of the new method to ubiquitin indi-E Å 0B0rxrB0 /2m0 . [1]
cates that the difference in the 1JCaHa splitting at 360 and
750 MHz 1H frequencies can be measured with an accuracyFor monomeric proteins in solution, E is much smaller than
of about 0.3 Hz. The method is therefore expected to bekT , and the susceptibility anisotropy results in a very small
useful for measurement of dipolar couplings in systems withdegree of alignment with the magnetic field. As a conse-
a relatively large susceptibility anisotropy, such as protein–quence, dipolar couplings no longer average to zero but have
DNA complexes (Tjandra et al., unpublished results) .a small residual value which scales with the square of B0 .

Figure 1 shows the pulse scheme used in the present study,The magnitude of the dipolar coupling contains information
which is a variation on the regular CT-HSQC experimenton the orientation of the internuclear vector relative to the
(10–12) . By altering the time point at which the 1H 1807susceptibility tensor and therefore potentially contains valu-
pulse is applied during the constant-time evolution period,able structural information. Such dipolar couplings have
the intensity in the correlation spectrum becomes a simplebeen observed in a range of small molecules with relatively
function of 1JCH and permits this coupling to be calculatedlarge magnetic shielding susceptibility anisotropy, such as
from the observed intensities (9, 13) . Pulsed-field-gradientpolycyclic aromatics and porphyrins (1–4) , and in mole-
coherence selection is used to maximize suppression of thecules anchored to discoidal micelle systems (5, 6) .
solvent signal. Note that the experiment is preferably appliedRecently, Tolman et al. (7) have shown that magnetic-
in H2O solution which, because of its lower viscosity relativefield alignment of the paramagnetic protein myoglobin re-
to D2O, yields favorable 13Ca relaxation times. Unfortu-sults in a measurable change of the apparent 1JNH splittings,
nately, when adding the ‘‘Rance–Kay’’ sensitivity-enhance-which represents the sum of the true 1JNH coupling and the
ment feature to this sequence (14) , we find that there is aresidual 15N– 1H dipolar coupling. Similarly, Kung et al.
nearly uniform small change in the measured 1JCH valuesshowed relatively large changes in 1JCH for increasing mag-
(typically £2 Hz), which, at least in part, is attributed tonetic-field strengths in a natural-abundance DNA dodecamer
pulse imperfection. Therefore, despite its signal-to-noise be-(8) . The magnetic susceptibility anisotropy calculated for
ing up to twofold higher, this Rance–Kay feature is not usedthe diamagnetic protein ubiquitin is more than an order of
in the present study.magnitude smaller than that of myoglobin or the DNA dodec-

Using the scheme of Fig. 1, the intensity of a 13C– 1Hamer and results in very small changes in 1JNH (£0.25 Hz)
correlation in the 2D CT-HSQC spectrum is proportional towhen the magnetic-field strength is increased from 8.5 to 14
cos[2p 1JCH (T 0 D)] . 1JCH is then determined by optimiz-T (9) . Nevertheless, both the magnitude and orientation of
ing the fit between C 1 cos[2p 1JCH (T 0 D)] and thethe susceptibility anisotropy, calculated from the very weak
intensities observed for different D durations. As usual, thefield dependence of the backbone 15N– 1H J splittings, were
duration of 2T is adjusted to 1/1JCC É 28 ms. The value offound to be in good agreement with the susceptibility anisot-
1JCH is determined most accurately if the set of acquiredropy calculated on the basis of ubiquitin’s X-ray structure.
spectra includes one or more D values for which sin[2pHere, we present a method for accurate measurement of
1JCH (T 0 D)] is close to zero, i.e., where the intensity isthe field dependence of 1JCH in proteins uniformly enriched

in 13C. We restrict ourselves to CH sites; for CH2 sites, the the steepest function of 1JCH. In order to cover a wide range
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(16) . Assuming rigid body isotropic tumbling with a correla-
tion time tc and an ISX angle a, the S-spin relaxation rate
equals RSI / RSX { RCC, where RSI and RSX are the S–I and
S–X dipolar contributions, and RCC is the interference term,
with the ‘‘/’’ sign referring to identical spin states of I and
X and the ‘‘0’’ sign referring to opposite spin states. In the
slow-tumbling limit, these terms are given by

RSI Å 1
5J(0)(m0 /4p)2h 2g 2

Sg
2
I / (4p 2r 6

SI ) [2a]

RSX Å 1
5J(0)(m0 /4p)2h 2g 2

Sg
2
X /(4p 2r 6

SX) [2b]

FIG. 1. Pulse scheme of the 2D 1JCH-modulated 13C– 1H CT-HSQC ex- RCC Å 1
5J(0)(m0 /4p)2h 2g 2

SgIgX
periment. Narrow and wide pulses correspond to 907 and 1807 flip angles,

1 (3 cos2a 0 1)/(4p 2r 3
SIr

3
SX) . [2c]respectively, with phase x , unless indicated. The pulse width of the 1807f2

pulse is adjusted to
√
3/(2Dd) seconds (where Dd is the difference in reso-

nance frequency between the 13C carrier and the center of the carbonyl For T ! R01
CC, it can then be shown that the effect of cross

region), such that its excitation profile has a null at the 13C* frequency. The correlation changes the J value derived from the experiment13C* 1807 pulse is sine-bell shaped and has a duration of 4/Dd seconds. All
of Fig. 1 by about 02RCC(T 0 D)JXS relative to the trueother pulses are applied at high power. The 1H 1807 pulse applied during the
one-bond JIS value. Depending on the sign of the J couplingconstant-time evolution period is of the composite, 907x —1807y —90 7x , type.

The 13C carrier is positioned at 56 ppm. Delay durations: t Å 1.5 ms; 2T Å and the angle a, this cross-correlation contribution can be
28 ms; D Å 4 ms 0 2.35 ms. Phase cycling: f1 Å y , 0y ; f2 Å x , x , y , y , either positive or negative. Its magnitude can be a significant
0x , 0x , 0y , 0y for positive G3 gradient; f2 Å x , x , 0y , 0y , 0x , 0x , y , fraction of JXS, and the cross-correlation effect therefore can
y for negative G3 gradient; f3 Å 8(x), 8(y) , 8(0x) , 8(0y); Rec. Å x ,

alter the measured 1JCH value by up to several hertz. How-0x , y , 0y , 0x , x , 0y , y , 0x , x , 0y , y , x , 0x , y , 0y . All gradients are
ever, the transverse relaxation rate in proteins is dominatedsine-bell shaped with 25 G/cm at their center. Gradient durations: G1,2,3,4,5

Å 1.85, 4.3, 3.93, 0.7, 0.3 ms. Quadrature in the t1 dimension is obtained by by J(0) spectral-density terms, and the cross-correlation
coherence transfer pathway selection, carefully fine tuning the duration of term is therefore nearly independent of the field strength.
gradient G3 in order to maximize magnetization transfer from 13C to 1H. For Therefore, to a good approximation, cross correlation does
each t1 duration, two FIDs are acquired, one with a positive polarity of G3,

not interfere with extracting dipolar coupling constants fromand one with a negative polarity. The sum and difference of this pair of FIDs
the JCH values measured at different field strengths. It is alsoprovide the two components of the t1 quadrature signal (20, 21).
interesting to note that the above-mentioned cross-correla-
tion effect interferes with virtually all types of J-coupling
measurements, including measurement of 1JCH from the 13Cof 1JCH couplings, we therefore prefer to record a set of
splitting in a 2D or 1D spectrum. For the latter case, if RCCspectra with different D durations, such that the factor
ú 0 and JIS1 JXSú 0, the outer pair of multiplet componentssin[2p 1JCH (T 0D)] changes sign at the edges of the range
(corresponding to Éaa… and Ébb… spin states of I and X)of 1J values to be covered. For 1JCaHa values in the range
are broader than the inner pair. If the JXS splitting is unre-134–150 Hz, D values ranging from 0.9 to 2.35 ms are
solved in the S-spin spectrum, this then will result in aused, in addition to a time point for which D Å 0.
small reduction of the measured peak-to-peak splitting ofAs noted previously (15) , relaxation interference (cross
the unresolved doublet relative to JSI (Fig. 2B).correlation) can affect the accuracy of one-bond J coupling

measurements. Fortunately, 13Ca chemical-shift anisotropy
(CSA) is relatively small, and cross correlation between the
1Ha– 13Ca dipolar and 13Ca CSA interactions gives rise to a
very weak, dispersive (15) contribution in the 13C dimension
of the 1H– 13C CT-HSQC spectrum, which has no significant
effect on the measurement of 1JCH. However, the effect of
dipole–dipole cross correlation can be significant. Consider,
for example, a three-spin system, ISX, where I is the Ha

spin, S is Ca , and X is an HN, Hb , or Hg proton, J-coupled
to Ca . At the end of the constant-time evolution period, the FIG. 2. Effects of evolution and relaxation on the S spin of an ISX spin

system. (A) Magnetization vectors in the transverse plane after evolution forfour S-spin multiplet components make angles of {2p(JIS

a period 2T Å (N / 1
2) /JIS and starting as pure antiphase magnetization{ JXS)(T 0 D) with the y axis (Fig. 2A). As a result of

(2SyIz) . The angle e equals 2pTJXS. Assuming (3 cos2a 0 1)gIgX ú 0,cross correlation between the SI and SX dipolar relaxation
the S-spin multiplet components corresponding to ÉaI , aX … and ÉbI , bX …mechanisms, the multiplet components corresponding to the relax faster than the ÉaI , bX … and ÉbI , aX … multiplet components, resulting

same spin state of I and X will relax at a different rate in a nonzero 2SyIz component. (B) S-spin multiplet shape with exaggerated
effect of relaxation interference to show the distorted 1JIS splitting.relative to the case where they have opposite spin states
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FIG. 3. (A) Small region of the 750 MHz 2D 1JCH-modulated 13C– 1H CT-HSQC spectrum of ubiquitin in H2O, recorded for D Å 1.6 ms, and (B)
intensity of the Thr14 1Ha– 13Ca correlation as a function of the dephasing delay, 2T 0 2D, fit to cos[2p 1JCaHa (T 0 D)] . Dashed contours correspond
to negative intensity.

Measurement of 1JCH is demonstrated for a sample of dipolar couplings are approximately twofold larger, this par-
tially offsets the lower precision obtainable for 1JCH. In prac-uniformly 15N/13C-enriched human ubiquitin, 1.5 mM, pH

4.3, 95% H2O, 5% D2O, in a 230 ml Shigemi microcell. tice, the combination of both N–H and Ca–Ha dipolar cou-
pling constraints in structure calculation is particularly pow-Spectra were recorded at 307C on a Bruker AMX-360 spec-

trometer, equipped with a broadband inverse detection erful as together these couplings restrain the possible
conformations of the polypeptide backbone considerablyprobehead, and on a DMX-750 spectrometer, equipped with

a triple-resonance (1H/13C/15N) probehead. Experiments at more than either type of coupling by itself. In this respect,
it is also important to note that the value of 1JCaHa has also360 MHz were carried out without 15N decoupling. Both the

360 and 750 MHz probes contained self-shielded gradient been related to the polypeptide backbone angles according
to the relation (18)coils.

Figure 3A shows a small region of the 750 MHz CT-
HSQC spectrum, recorded with the pulse scheme of Fig. 1. 1JCaHa Å 138.8 / 1.74 sin(c / 1387)
As can be seen, the solvent suppression is excellent, and no 0 4.1 cos 2(c / 1387) / 2.0 cos 2(f / 307) .additional noise at the H2O F2 frequency (4.73 ppm) can be
detected, permitting accurate intensity measurement of the [3]
1Ha– 13Ca correlations. Figure 3B shows a fit between the
experimental resonance intensities, obtained for the various The pairwise difference between the measured values and
durations of 2D, and the intensity modulation function, C
1 cos[2p 1JCH (T 0 D)] . The experiment was carried out
twice, yielding a pairwise root-mean-square deviation
(rmsd) between the two sets of J couplings of 0.14 Hz,
indicating a random error of only {0.07 Hz in the averaged
values. Duplicate measurements at 360 MHz were less repro-
ducible and indicated a random error of 0.1 Hz in the aver-
aged values. The 1JCH values, derived from measurements
at the two fields, are shown in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 5, the difference in 1JCH splitting at the
two fields correlates with the dipolar contributions expected
on the basis of the orientation of the Ca–Ha bond vectors
taken from the ubiquitin crystal structure (17) and its mag-
netic susceptibility tensor. The correlation coefficient, r , for
this correlation equals 0.64, and the probability, p , that this
correlation occurs by chance is negligible (p õ 1006) . FIG. 4. Values of 1JCaHa as a function of residue number at 8.5 and

Accurate measurement of 1J is considerably more difficult 17.5 T (360 and 750 MHz 1H frequency), as measured with the scheme
of Fig. 1.for Ca–Ha pairs than for backbone N–H. However, as the
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which are much larger than the uncertainty in their measure-
ment. In these cases, the dipolar couplings provide powerful
constraints during protein structure calculation (19) .
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